Abstract. Quantum game has wide applicability in many aspects of our lives, such as politics, economics, culture and so on. Combining the quantum game with network information propagation, the model of network information propagation based on the quantum game was established in this paper. From an information propagator's perspective, the liquidity of network information transmission and trust mechanism were taken into account. We construct the model of network information propagation. The information propagator is the decision body and the trust mechanism is the decisive factor. We find the Nash Equilibrium in this game through the simulation experiment to gain maximum returns.
Introduction
Various SNS (Social Network Service) has been flooded in every corner of our lives such as Blog, WeChat and MicroBlog. Various types of information, from enterprise marketing to the government's public opinion guidance and information regulation, may be quickly swept through the social network. The widespread of numerous network information not only have an impact on the information receiver but also affect government regulation and social stability to some extent [1] .
In recent years, the academic research on network information propagation is mainly based on the following two perspectives [2] . For one hand, taking the network topology as the foothold, scholars extract the most influential nodes to analyze the behavior rules and study the communication mechanism through the algorithm. For the other hand, based on the typical applications such as MicroBlog, scholars make improvement of the existing model. Then, some simulation experiments may be done through the application data. So far, SIR model and LT model are the most popular models in all of the research results.
Many researchers have focused on the information propagation of Social Network Service. They proposed SNS community discovery algorithm based on different solution strategies such as the GN algorithm and FN algorithm [3] . Domingos used the probability theory to solve the most influential problem in SNS information propagation in the first place [4] . Kempe proposed three kinds of formal information propagation models: LT, IC and WC [5] . Wang Hui et al studied the rumors in SNS and they proposed and validated the corresponding propagation model [6] . Yanchao Zhang et al analyzed the behavior patterns of various nodes in SNS, and they built information propagation model based on the SIR model [7] .
It is a dilemma whether the Internet users choose to forward or not. The Internet users' strategic choices may affect social development, economic trend and even national stability. This paper constructs a model of information propagation based on the quantum game theory to deeply study the network information propagation. The practical application value of this model is that we may understand and analyze users' behavior data and deeply dive the information propagation methods and rules to provide efficient and convenient services for enterprises and government.
Model of Network Information Propagation
From the information propagators' perspective, we divide the decision body into two parts, and each participant has only two strategies. Taking into account of the mobility of information propagation, we consider the receiver of the current time information propagation as the propagator in the next to improve the applicability of the model. We suppose that both of the information propagators are rational to maximize their own income. The trust mechanism is adopted. If the information recipient decided to trust the propagator, he would forward the information, otherwise he would not. Reputation value is considered as income to construct the income matrix. We assume that the game is a static game of complete information in this paper [8] .At the end, we use the MATLAB software to present a two-player quantum game simulator that can simulate with any amount of entanglement between the initial strategies of the players under the condition that in its classical form is described by a 2-dimensional payoff matrix and the classical players have access to two different strategies only.
Denote N = {A,B}, representing information propagator A and B respectively. A knows the authenticity of the information. B doesn't know the authenticity of the information received from A.
Denote S = {S 1 ,S 2 }. Expressing the strategy space of information propagator A in terms of S 1 = {s 11 , s 12 }. s 11 represents that A propagates real information. s 12 represents A propagates distortion information through processing. S 2 = {s 21 , s 22 }. s 21 represents that B determines to forward the information, that is, B trusts A. s 22 represents that B doesn't trust A.
Denote U = {U 1 ,U 2 }. U 1 and U 2 represent the payoff function of information propagator A and B respectively. The initial reputation value of A is m and n for B at the same time. Notice that s>0, t>0. We convert the payoff function into the payoff matrix for convenience. The income of participant is represented by the reputation value in matrix shown in Table 1 below. At first, the model is quantized. Information propagator A and B have a quantum bit to manipulate respectively [9] . The classical strategies are represented by two basis vectors |T⟩ and |F⟩ in the Hilbert space of a two-state system. For example, the quantum strategy |T⟩ of A represents the classical strategy s 11 and |F⟩ for s 12 . At each instance, the state of the game can be described by a vector in the H 2 ⨂H 2 space which is spanned by the basis |TT⟩, |TF⟩, |FT⟩ and |FF⟩ where the first and second entries refer to quantum bit of A and B respectively.
Denote the game's initial state by ⋀ = U|TT⟩. U is a unitary operator which is already known to both players and acts on two quantum bits simultaneously. A and B represent the strategy of information propagator A and B respectively and we have S 1 = U A , S 2 = U B . U A and U B are the unitary operators. The independence of the players dictates that U A and U B operate exclusively on the quantum bits in A's and B's possession respectively. The strategy S can be represented by a subset of H 2 ⨂H 2 space. Then, the information propagator A and B execute their moves, which leaves the game in the state (U A ⨂U B )U|TT⟩. At the end, we use the measurement device to measure the final state.
The physical model of network information propagation based on quantum game is shown in Figure 1 . The physical model is consisted with three parts [10] . For the first, a source of two bits, each player has his own bit. Then, a set of physical instruments that enables A and B to manipulate his own bit, that is, each player chooses his strategy. In the end, there is a physical measurement device which determines the players' payoff by measuring the final state of two bits. The state of the game is recorded as |ψ f ⟩ after the players executing their moves. The inverse of unitary operator U is U + . Therefore, the state of the game is |ψ f ⟩ = U + (U A ⨂U B )U|TT⟩. We use the device to measure the final state of the game and record the result as σσ' which is one of the four basic vector |TT⟩, |TF⟩, |FT⟩ and |FF⟩ in the H 2 ⨂H 2 space. We can determine the payoff according to the Table 1 .
Since quantum theory is a fundamentally probabilistic theory [11] , the payoff of the participant in the quantum game should be represented by expected payoff.
The expected payoff of Information propagator A is given by
The expected payoff of Information propagator B is given by
where P σσ' is the joint probability that the result is σσ' and P σσ' = |⟨σσ'|ψ f ⟩| 2 . P σσ' = P A (σ) P B (σ') where P
= cos 2 (θ/2) and P (F) = 1-P (T) . It's obviously that the payoff of A and B is associated with U A and U B . The payoff of information propagator A depends on his strategy choice U A as well as the strategy choice U B of B. At the same time, the payoff of information propagator B also depends on U A and U B .
According to Eisert' s research, we restrict the strategic space to the 2-parameter set of unitary matrices with 0 ≤θ≤π, 0 ≤φ≤π/2. When γ=0, the entanglement between the two quantum bits is zero which represents the classical game. When γ = π/2, the entanglement reach to the maximum. According to the condition above, we can get any set of strategies in the subset
Example Study
It is obviously that the information propagator A get the maximum payoff when he selected the strategy T regardless of the choice made by B. In other words, forwarding the real information is a dominant strategy for propagator A. Using the line method, we can get the Nash Equilibrium （ T, T） of this game in classical game theory, that is, A chooses to forward the real information and B forwards the real information received from A.
In order to facilitate the calculation, we take specific values of the parameters in Table I as shown in  Table 2 below. In this quantum model, there are five independent variables γ, θ A , φ A , θ B , φ B and one dependent variable $ A . If we take all the parameters into consider to generate a visual effect map, it requires six-dimensional space for a complete visualization of the simulation results [12] . Nevertheless, since our ability to display the graphical result is limited to three dimensional at most. Therefore, we consider the strategy parameters θ B and φ B of B and the entanglement γ remain constant in the experiment after their initial definition at the beginning of the simulation. Then, the strategy parameters θ B and φ B of A are respectively taken in the corresponding intervals to obtain the corresponding payoff values.
When γ= 0, θ B = 0, φ B = 0, it corresponds to the payoff of A when B adopts classical strategy. We use MATLAB to simulate the expected payoff of A as shown in Figure 1 .
It is obviously that when θ A = 0, φ A = 0, that is, A chooses the strategy T, A will obtain the maximum payoff. At this time, it corresponds to the Nash Equilibrium of the classical game where T⨂T is the dominant strategy. When γ =π/2, θ B = 0, φ B =π/2, the entanglement reaches the maximum. At this time, the expected payoff of A is shown in Figure. 3 and the game gets the maximum of entanglement where participants choose the strategy Q = U(0,π/2) when the Nash Equilibrium is still T⨂T.
According to the experiment simulation results, when A selects to propagate real information, B should choose to forward the real information to get much more profit. When A decides to forward distortion information, B should refuse to forward the information to keep the reputation value. Therefore, the Nash Equilibrium is (forward real information, forward) in this game.
Discussions
According to our simulation experiment, we know that the Nash Equilibrium is (forward real information, forward) in this game not only the classical game but also the quantum game. The model of information propagation built in this paper is a purely strategic game model based on the absolute trust and absolute distrust. It is suitable for the network information transmission situation which has established a relatively clear trust relationship through multiple interactions especially for the information published from the unofficial website or media.
In this paper, we organically combined the application of quantum game model and method and network information propagation and construct model of information propagation based on the quantum theory. The shortcomings of this paper and the next research work are as follows.
(1) The network information propagation model constructed in this paper doesn't divide the types of network information as well as the communication groups. However, the types of information and communication groups will affect the propagation of information in the real process of network information propagation. The next research work needs to subdivide the information and group into different types.
(2) In order to simplify the model analysis and calculation, the model proposed in this paper is based on the static game of complete information and judging whether to take forward information through trust mechanism. In the practical propagation process, it is a dynamic game to a large extent. Therefore, it still needs further study in the context of dynamic game strategy.
(3) Network rumor has become troubled by the vast majority of Internet users, organizations and important social issues in the party and government departments. The propagation of rumor through network has an awful influence on the social awareness, emotional bias and daily life and it even reduce the effect of the government communications with people. We may study the features of the rumor transmission over the network in order to identify the rumor and block the spread in time.
